Abstract-The omnidirectional circularly polarized (CP) antenna using a circular mushroom structure with curved branches is proposed. The antenna uses the zeroth-order resonance (ZOR) mode of epsilon negative (ENG) transmission line (TL) to obtain a vertical polarization and an omnidirectional radiation pattern. Also, the horizontal polarization is obtained by the curved branches. The measured 3 dB axial ratio is observed in 0-15° and 202-360° of an azimuthal plane.
I. INTRODUCTION
The omnidirectional CP antenna is very attractive in wireless communications due to its omnidirectional radiation pattern and CP property [1] [2] . Because an omnidirectionality and a CP property of antenna support a free alignment between the antennas, the omnidirectional CP antenna is useful for wireless communication systems such as Global Position Systems (GPSs) and personal mobile systems [3] [4] . Recently, the linearly polarized metamaterial antennas with omnidirectionality have been reported using the ZOR [5] [6] . These ZOR antennas having mushroom patches generate a uniform vertical electric field against ground plane, so that the antennas can be omnidirectional radiator. Some metamaterial CP antennas composed of dual feed and 90° phase shifter have been published [7] [8] . However, these metamaterial antennas have directional radiation patterns.
In this paper, the omnidirectional CP metamaterial antenna is proposed using a circular mushroom structure with curved branches. The antenna utilizes the ZOR mode of ENG TL to obtain the omnidirectional radiation pattern and the vertical polarization. The horizontal polarization is obtained by the curved branches. The antenna, therefore, has an omnidirectional CP radiation pattern in the azimuthal plane. The CP antenna is simply designed without 90° phase shifter and dual feed line. In addition, the electrical size of the proposed antenna is reduced by 38%, compared with that of the previously presented omnidirectional CP antenna [1] . To confirm the characteristics of the CP antenna, the proposed antenna was fabricated and measured.
II. DESIGN OF ANTENNA Fig. 1 shows the structure of the proposed antenna. As shown in Fig. 1 , the CP antenna is based on the circular mushroom structure which consists of four unit cells (2 by 2). It is noted that a unit cell corresponds to a quarter of a circular patch including one via. Since the CP antenna uses the ZOR of ENG TL, it has no gaps between the cells. For the symmetrical axial ratio and radiation pattern, the coaxial feed is placed on the center of the circular mushroom structure as shown in Fig. 1 . The ZOR mode of a circular mushroom structure gives the omnidirectional radiation pattern and the vertical polarization. To obtain the horizontal polarization, the curved branch is attached to each unit cell with a phase delay line of t. The CP antenna is designed to have a center frequency of 1.6 GHz. To confirm the ZOR mode at 1.6 GHz, the dispersion curve is calculated using a unit cell of rectangle patch with a curved branch. The area of a unit cell is set to be equal to that of a quarter of a circular patch in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 2 , the ZOR mode occurs at 1.5 GHz which shows good agreement with the center frequency of the designed antenna. The dispersion curve is obtained from full wave simulation by assuming the infinite periodic structure.
For a good CP property, two orthogonal components should have a phase difference of 90° with equal magnitude. It is found that the phase difference and the magnitudes are controlled by the phase delay line of t and length of L, respectively.
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The phase delay line of t and length of L for a good CP property are selected to be 11 mm and 25 mm, respectively, by adjusting them. Note that four curved branches on the substrate are arranged in the clockwise direction, resulting in the left-handed (LH) CP characteristic of the antenna. Conversely, if the direction of arrangement of four curved branches is in the counterclockwise direction, the right-handed (RH) CP characteristic will be obtained.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The CP antenna is fabricated on an RT / Duroid 5880 substrate (ε r =2.2) to confirm the omnidirectional radiation pattern and CP property. A Bazooka balun is used in the measurement to suppress the current through the outside conductor of coaxial cable. The simulated and measured return loss are shown in Fig. 3 . The measured return loss shows a good agreement with simulated data. The measured 10 dB bandwidth was 13 MHz (1.600-1.613 GHz), corresponding to fractional bandwidth of 0.8%. Fig. 4 shows the radiation patterns of the antenna at 1.606 GHz. The measured LHCP gain of -1.9 to -0.3 dB ic is obtained in x-y plane. The simulated and measured axial ratio in x-y plane are 0.9-1.3 dB and 0.6-5.0 dB, respectively. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The omnidirectional CP antenna is presented using a circular mushroom structure with the curved branches. The antenna uses the ZOR mode of ENG TL to obtain the omnidirectional radiation pattern and the vertical polarization. Also, the horizontal polarization is achieved by the curved branches. The 90° phase delay between vertical and horizontal polarization is introduced by the delay line. The measured 3 dB axial ratio in x-y plane is observed in 0-15° and 202-360°.
